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Executive

Identifying and segmenting your 

audience – a review of HSE’s 

Farming Insight Research

Adrian Hodkinson - HM Principal Inspector

Head of Health, Engagement, Livestock and Pesticides

AH

- To set the scene of the injury and ill health in agriculture, and what we can do to improve it.

- Introduction to self – Ag Sector, broad + ag background, and association with ag industry over many 
years

- Lead into what I currently see of agriculture week by week

- Next slide
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Deaths and injury in agriculture

Key Point – We know enough about the problems and solutions.

Extract from Agriculture Report for 2017/18 showing numbers of deaths and causes

Nothing new about the causes, and all are avoidable if attitudes and behaviours change

Note, for example, 

2016/17 – PTO fatality, first one since 2011 – well known risk and solution – legislation requiring guards 
introduced in 1957 (60 years ago)

Similarly – Child fatal in Scotland, first since 2013 – first legislation about children on farms 1958

PPE regulations 25 years ago, yet there is still a prevalence of not wearing helmets on ATVs (and the 
anomaly that RT Legislation does not require on road use of helmets if there is more than 2 wheels – but 
why wouldn’t you!)

These are fatal injuries – also LFS indicates circa 15k cases of ill health per year, 13k non-fatal injuries.  
RIDDOR numbers in low thousands, but estimate only 1 in 5 reported.  Additional reporting not likely to tell 
us anything we don’t already know about risks and solutions.  The injury and ill health numbers do not 
include RTA or mental health issues – so the overall picture is even further from this.

BUT - Is this picture changing? – Next slide
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Fatal Injury rates over time

Note that the actual numbers involved can be misleading – in 1980s number of worker deaths was around 
55 - 60 p.a.  Currently we are at around 28 worker deaths p.a.

So instead we use fatal injury rates to track the number of deaths against the number of people working in 
the industry, i.e the rate per 100,000 workers.  The graph shows the level of fluctuations over the last 35 years 
– essentially the rate has hovered at around 10/100k for decades – the last five years does however indicate 
that there may be some signs of improvement – but this is volatile as the peaks and troughs suggest, so we 
need to work hard to gain momentum on this improvement

Caution also that MOPs not included – on average farming also kills 4 MOPs per year (e.g. walkers, children 
in farm yards, non-employed visiting farms)

Key Point – there appears to be a good news story, the first time we’ve heard this.

but it is worth noting that in the research I am going to talk about 39% of farmers interviewed indicated that 
they had been injured in the last 5 years!
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Straightforward prevention…

Key point – you’ve seen the scale of the problem, now lets talk about what sits behind it – and from this 
point forward please have in mind the thoughts of what you can do to improve – improve performance on 
your farm, and what you will say to others when you see unsafe practice

So…  When we look, for example, at the people killed in farming we recognise that the solutions are well 
known, legal requirements that aren’t being acted on:  I touched on these when we looked at the statistics a 
few slides ago

Here are a few more:

ATVs – Helmet (legal requirement), training (legal requirement), maintain the machine (legal requirement)

Children on farms – legal restrictions on under 13 year olds , for example not allowed to ride in 
tractors/machinery; but also in a 21st century business why have children in the workplace?

OHPLs – legal restrictions on activity (eg stacks) around OHPLS, and no ever said “it wasn’t there yesterday” 

Cattle handling – legal requirements on safe systems of work – and it makes life easier!

I could go on

And information on getting it right is easy to find:  Example HSE website, everything you need to know to 
avoid harm!
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The concern was around when there is such non-compliance and poor adoption of safe 
practice – so we started to look at attitudes, and commissioned insight
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among farmers
Attitudes to risk 

Comprehensive and extensive findings
You will be relieved to know I am only giving a top level summary 

Objectives include:   

• Perceptions of risk, behaviour and potential accidents

• Drivers of risk taking behaviours incl cultural, business and demographic factors

• Barriers to adopting less risky behaviours (in terms of awareness, engagement and taking action)

• Variation in attitudes and behaviours across diff types and sizes of farms

• Reactions to likely messaging and interventions

• Influences from intermediaries and families

• Need for info, advice and support. taking behaviour

1. Present top level findings on new research on farmers’ attitudes to health and safety. 

2. Highlight implications regarding how we frame our health and safety messaging.

3. Highlight some of the ways we are taking this forward.  
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Data segmentation
Principal Component 

Analysis

Cluster Analysis 
identified 4 

attitudinal segments  

3. Quant survey

Representative phone 
survey

1,638 farmers interviewed

2. Case studies

18 depth 
farm visits 

Quotas on size, 
employees, type, region, 

age and history of 
accidents

1. Scoping

Literature Review 

Key stakeholder 
interviews 

Methodology

Key points:

• Robust methodology

• Segmentation came out of data that was provided by farmers – driven by what we found  (i.e. not a 
hypothesis we were testing)

Brief methodology:
• Research commissioned to Ipsos Mori
• First lit review & interviews with stakeholders incl NFU 
• Qualitative research with 18 farms. Talk with farmers understand contexts, what farmers see as real issues  
• Ipsos interviewed 1,638 farmers. Randomly across GB. Ensure representative
• Each phone interview over 80 questions. Up to 30 mins
• Thousands & thousands data entries on farmers statements of their detailed H&S attitudes & behaviours  

6

Briefly methodology. Mel over 100 slides. Summarise.

• Research Ipsos Mori. 
• First lit review & interviews with stakeholders incl NFU 
• Qual research with 18 farms. Talk with farmers understand contexts, what farmers see as real issues  
• Ipsos interviewed 1,638 farmers. Randomly across GB. Ensure representative. 
• Each phone interview over 80 questions. Up to 30 mins.
• Thousands & thousands data entries on farmers statements of their detailed H&S attitudes & 

behaviours  
• ‘Cluster analysis’ (type of multi-variate data regression) to ID statistically representative trends in data. 
• Generated 4 segments.
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7

What is a segmentation?

We treat 
everyone the 

same

We treat 
everyone 
differently

We treat groups 
of people 

(segments)
differently

Firstly, touch on ‘segmentation’ 
It’s a key behaviour change technique. Used the world over. 

1. In short we don’t want to treat everyone the same – as people respond to different things and have 
different needs. 

2. But we also can’t treat everyone differently. Hugely complicated & a high resource requirement.  

3. Hence, organisations develop segments to treat groups of similar people in similar ways - middle 
ground.
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8

Our world is segmented

Willing & able

Needs
help

Unaware

Potential rule 
breakers

Rule breakers

HMRC Compliance 
Segmentation

Segmentation is everywhere. Mostly under the radar. Most large retail & service providers use segmentation. 
• Private sector to sell products
• Public sector to bring about social change

Orange (now EE) used to sell ‘packages’ mobile minutes, texts & web time – marketed with cute animal 
names. To sell but also how Orange communicated – use different emotive messages for people in each 
animal group.

Examples everywhere. What about farmers?
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45% 18%14% 23%

Planners Pragmatists Risk-takers Unclear

Most risk averse, but feel 
safest and most able to 
manage risks – and had 
fewest accidents

Most likely to enjoy risks 
and behaviour reflects 
this – but worry about 
consequences

Least worried about risk 
and consequences, but 
relatively safe behaviours

Feel least safe and have 
most accidents, but also 
seem unclear what to do

Attitudinal differences are the defining 
characteristics of each segment

Top line finding.

Numbers in large circles show percentage of total sample (1,638) that fitted each segments. 

Huge risk of insulting you. No one likes being put in a box. Every individual is indeed different. Segmentation 
simply helps take individual preferences into a/c when deal large numbers.  

Names not important. Not to say ‘risk-takers’ don’t plan. Names just describe how groupings differ.
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Most risk averse, but feel safest and most able to manage risks

Attitudes

Most cautious in daily life
 Least likely to consciously take risks on farm 
 Feel safest 
 Relatively unlikely to agree accidents inevitable
Worried about safety on farm and consequences of accidents 

Behaviours

 Does most risk-management
 Least likely to do jobs when 

lack skills or equipment
 Least likely to take risks to save 

time
 Relatively unlikely to often leave 

tractor engine running

Experiences

 Least likely to have suffered 
accidents 

 Least likely to have had 
injuries involving animals  

Most likely not to have 
been off work following 
accidents

Most likely to: 
read online, 
print info & 
seek safety 

advice

More likely 
solely reliant on 

farm income  

Best mental 
wellbeing

Segment 1 – Planners

Planners 45% of all farmers.

Slide shows examples of attitudes, behaviours and experiences. 

Research shows:
• Careful in their daily lives
• Strongest belief accidents are avoidable 
• Undertake most proactive risk management
• Feel most able to manage risk
• Have fewest accidents

NB Not to say planners don’t have accidents
And doesn’t evidence that their knowledge is thorough or correct
But stats shows farmers with these attitudes do have least accidents. 
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Least worried about risk and consequences, but relatively safe behaviours

Attitudes

 Least worried about safety of themselves and others on farm
 Least worried about consequences of accidents
 Feel relatively safe on farm 
 Feel they know farm risks   
 Relatively unlikely to do things they know are risky 

Behaviours

 Comparatively decent risk 
management

 Relatively unlikely to work 
when sick or injured

 Relatively unlikely to take risks 
to save time (only Planners 
less likely)

Experiences

 Relatively likely to have had 
accidents  

 Suffered fewest accidents 
from machinery

Most likely to have been off 
work for 4 months or more 
following an accident

Average 
communications 

& networks

More likely 
45-54 

Relatively good 
mental 

wellbeing 
(though deal 

with problems 
less well than 

Planners)



Segment 2 – Pragmatists

Pragmatists 14%

• Least actively worried about their safety or safety of others
• Feel they know risks on farm
• EG least likely to change a process after near miss – they think know it
• They undertake many management processes
• Feel safe 
• Unlikely to do things they know risky
• However, still have accidents – more than Planners but less than other segments  
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Most likely to enjoy risks – but worry about consequences

Attitudes

More likely to enjoy taking risks generally (can feel excited)
Most likely to do things they know are risky, or could get them 

seriously injured or killed
Most likely to consider accidents inevitable
 Concerned about safety & worried about consequences  

Behaviours

Most likely to: leave tractor engine 
running, allow children on farm during 
work, work alone on riskier tasks

Most likely to think they do things 
automatically 

 Relatively likely to do jobs they lack 
skills or equipment for

Experiences

 Relatively likely to have 
had accidents – only 
Unclear more

Most likely not to have 
been off work following 
accidents

No differences 
in comms & 

networks

More likely  
over 65

Mental 
wellbeing 

slightly below 
average



Segment 3 – Risk-takers

Risk takers 18%:

• Most likely to enjoy taking some risks  
• But worry about consequences of death & injury
• But still undertake behaviours they know are risky
• Most likely to consider that accidents are inevitable – something HSE presses is not true  
• In terms specifics most likely to leave tractor engines running or undertake tasks know they don’t have 

right skills or equipment
• Relatively likely to have had accidents

Risk takers more likely older than other segments (dispelling a myth)
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Feel least safe and have most accidents, but also seem unclear what to do

Attitudes

 Relatively cautious in daily life
 Feel least safe in work on farm
 Least likely to say they know all risks on farm 
Most likely to agree it’s easy to forget being safe when busy
 Relatively likely to think working on a farm is always risky
Most concerned about regulatory compliance & HSE inspection 

Behaviours

 Least risk management e.g. thinking 
things through, appropriate actions

Most likely to work when sick, injured 
or tired

Most likely to do jobs they lack skills or 
equipment, or take risks to save time

Experiences

 Experienced the most 
accidents 

Most likely to have 
experienced 2 or more 
near misses 

Least likely to 
have sought 
safety advice  

More likely on 
smaller farms  

Lowest 
mental 

wellbeing

Segment 4 – Unclear                               

Farmers who are more often unclear on how to deal with H&S represent 23% farmers. 

• Least likely to know risks on farm
• Comparatively likely to think farming always risky
• Feel least safe 
• Undertake least risk management   
• Least likely to have sought safety advice 
• Most likely to work when sick or overtired
• Experienced most near misses & most accidents.  

• More likely smaller farms
• Least positive wellbeing. Possibly suffering from most pressure in their daily lives

Correlations between knowledge, attitudes and behaviours

These farmers most at risk – but important not to only focus on this segment – all farmers experience 
accidents. 
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Risks & causes of accidents / ill health

67%

33%

13%

9%

Lungs / Breathing

Wear & tear

Chemicals, solvents

Stress & mental
illness 46% of 18-44 year old 

farmers concerned 
about wear & tear

60%

50%

18%

11%

Animals

Manual labour
short term

Manual labour
long term

Machinery

Main causes of  injuries Perceptions of main health problems

NEVER do something risky to save time

NEVER do jobs without right skills

NEVER do jobs without right equipment 60%

55%

58%

74

72

70

345761

284853

345463

Pl Pr RT Un

To bring this to life some findings on risky behaviours:

The middle line shows that 55% of farmers state that they NEVER do something risky to save time.  

However: As high as 72% for Planners and as low as 28% for the Unclear.  

The slides also shows the main (unprompted) health problems experienced by farmers. 

• The Unclear has sig. higher stress and well being issues.

And the main causes of injuries – animals & manual labour. 
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Trust is high - But farmers most in need of support, least likely to seek it 

14% - approached NFU for H&S advice   
8% - sought NFU written materials

11% - approached HSE for H&S advice
11% - sought HSE written materials 

41% have approached 
others for advice

42 32 3036

37% have looked for 
written advice

41%

66%

70%

82%

82%

88%

50%

29%

21%

15%

14%

9%

Family who aren't farmers

Defra

Local farming organisations

Friends who are farmers

National farming orgs

HSE
High
Trust

Low
Trust

47 39 3138

This slide just shows some cut down results 

Great level of trust in HSE, NFU and others

But low levels of farmers seeking advice (though from a very wide range of sources) 

Unclear farmers least likely to look for info and advice
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What types of messages work / don’t work?

Planners Pragmatists

Risk-takers Unclear

• You’re right to worry about risk
• You’re right that managing risk 

makes a huge difference
• Here are some tools to help 

you manage risk even better  

• People who take risks don’t 
keep getting away with it

• Think about the consequences
• Stop doing X and do Y 

instead

• Managing risk can be 
daunting, but it’s important

• It’s easier that you think 
• We’re on your side, and can 

offer advice and support

General

Emotive

Specific
Supportive

• The consequences to taking 
risks could be devastating

• You should worry
• Stop doing X because Y will 

happen

General

Emotive
Specific

Supportive

General

Emotive
Specific

Supportive

General

Emotive

Specific

Supportive

Key finding

Really important differences in effectiveness of different types of messaging per segment. 

The research questioning described 4 types of messaging:

1. Emotive messaging such as those that show pictures of seriously injured farmers – graphically emotive
• Really engaged the risk takers & pragmatists but turned off Unclear (who ‘buried their heads in the 

sand’)

2. General messaging highlighting the importance of H&S (i.e. “H&S is important”)
• Limited value other than reinforcing Planners views. Again Unclear turned off.  

16

Summarises how farmers in each segment respond to different types of H&S message & gives 
examples on types of messages that most engages each segment.

Eg for Risk takers use messages such as: 
• People who take risks don’t keep getting away with it
• Think about the consequences
• And stop doing this and do this instead.

Read more if time

Left this slide on tables as summary. 
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3. Specific messaging that focused on specific activities 
• Mostly positive but ignored by Pragmatists

4. Supportive messaging that is warmer and encouraging
• dismissed by some groups but does engage the Unclear farmers.  

Highlights importance of knowing audience and targeting messages to have most impact 
– heart of how segmentation used.
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Taking action

You will recognise people / yourself in these segments.

Advise others on health and safety in ways that relate to their segment:

• To Planners:       ‘You’re right to risk assess baling. I’ll email some tools’
• To Unclear:         ‘I found it easy to plan to avoid my electric pylons.        

Let me show you what I did?’ 
• To Risk-takers:    ‘Stop using that ladder alone. It will kill you’. Always get  

your son to hold the base.’     

Avoid off-putting and generic messages. 

• To Unclear: ‘Cattle can just turn on you. They can kill you instantly’
• To All: General messages ‘safety is important’ have limited value

HSE are looking at how we can use the segmentation.  

However, we can all apply the segmentation to how we communicate with other farmers.  

We all know people who broadly fit these personality types. The planner, pragmatist, risk taker… 

So, if you see something wrong on a farm (and farmers state they see more wrong things on other farms 
than they say they see on their farm!) then you could…

• Actively consider what segment a given farmer is

• Then actively frame your messages to have optimum impact

• And avoid message types that put people off. 

So can we: 

- Use reinforce language with Planners

- Use emotive language with Pragmatists & Risk Takers

- Be particularly supportive with Unclear farmers

You probably do much of this naturally anyway. But this is a useful framework to use to help.
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Summary

Applying attitudinal segments make sense. But distribution across different types 
of farmers makes targeting segments challenging

Instead, segments should be used to tailor messaging, 
and to help think about how messages will land

While there are some differences (e.g. by age), important not to focus 
on farmers as having different attitudes based on type, size, age etc.

Instead, need to recognise that different types of people are 
farmers – across different types of farms

In summary,

The segmentation didn’t come up with a silver bullet that all dairy farmers need this approach and all 
farmers under 30 need a different approach.

Instead need to appreciate that farmers are diverse and have different needs and respond to different 
stimuli.

The segmentation is a useful tool that can help us cut through this diversity, to develop evidenced targeting 
strategies and actions that resonate with groups of farmers.   
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What next?

What does all this mean and how can you use it to improve the health and safety performance of the 
farming industry?

Not surprisingly we see that everyone is different and the approach for one won’t work for another - One 
size does not fit all – square pegs and round holes!

So think about what this means for you and what you may promise to do for yourself and others

A couple of quick thoughts to help you….

19
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Are you getting it right?

check

Planners and pragmatists – attitude of wanting to get it right – but don’t just rely on “being careful” – make 
sure you are doing the right thing – you need the right level of knowledge to be able to get it right.

Can you commit to double checking what you do – and are you prepared to look at what others are doing 
and give them your opinions, share your experience and knowledge

20
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Are you listening?

Listen

Risk takers – you know you are doing it, but be aware of the consequences, there are plenty out there that 
can and do share their experience

Jim Chapman – PTO 

Tim Papworth – FFH

And if you know risk takers, are you ready to remind them of the consequences?

21
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Who can help?

Ask

Unclear – there are sources of help, both organised like HSE events, or NFU farm walks that can help you 
understand what does good look like

Do you recognise someone in this category?  Can you see that they need help?  They will appreciate it, and 
the reassurance that someone will help

22
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HSE Strategy - integrated actions.

Integrated actions, the jigsaw fitting together.

Training – ACE programme

Intervention blend – inspect, investigate, enforce

Communications – share what we find.

Drive behaviour change, normalise good behaviours

Iterate, go round several cycles.
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Help is all around you.

You are not in this alone – these logos are from the 5 Farm Safety Partnerships and the Farm Safety 
Foundation – all sitting around HSE’s MTP logo.  This approach to working together and share ideas, 
products and approaches can and will drive the industry forward to improve on farm health and safety to 
build momentum on these early signs of change.

This focus has been around the physical conditions on the farm, those things that can be seen or measured 
that may affect your safety or your physical health:  Given the time available I haven’t looked at the impact 
injury and ill health can have on your business performance – but all of these organisations will be able to 
tell you that good health and safety is an integral part of business risk management and doesn’t have to cost 
a lot – but it will keep your business effective and efficient.
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